This comes from our Lending Library file on the subject of Psychic Abilities.
Selection # 2

Psychic Abilities

Psychic was discussed on 77-07-09, the 31st Trance.
The word “psychic” was first found on page 444, line 258.
248

***: In Trance #12 you state that "psychic abilities are mere

249

mechanical actions of the body." Can you explain how this is a

250

mere physical action? What's the triggering device, etc.?

251

The quote is, "The psychic ability of an individual is a

252

mere mechanical action of the body as is being discovered presently."

253

And we wanted to know can you explain how this is a mere

254

physical action and what is the triggering device, etc.?

255
256

C: The bringing into play of the psychic ability is brought

257

about through, shall we say, what is called a short-circuiting

258

of the two lobes of the brain. This is a, shall we say, physical

259

action. If those that have the ability to investigate such

260

things were to attempt to search this out they would begin to see

261

this is a happening that is consistent. Now the short-circuiting

262

which is the mechanical function is brought about not by the

263

physical itself but is brought about by the attitude that is

264

instigated. So then the triggering is nothing but being a physical

265

action that is in reference to the short-circuiting of the right

266

and left lobe of the brain. This short-circuiting is initiated

267

by the attitude of the entity in question or the entity that

268

wishes to manifest the psychic abilities. If one could truly

269

understand the process involved, if one could truly explain it

270

in words that would be understandable, if one would truly try

271

to think out a psychic experience, what one would discover would

272

be a, shall we say, quick flash of the desire to do something

273

psychically. Then there would be the short-circuiting of the

274

two lobes of the brain that would then attune and sensitize the

275

physical for reception. And if one could be so sensitive as to

276

follow this whole process, there would be an instantaneous thought

277

which would trigger the short-circuiting which would become

278

apparent through a, shall we say, snap in the head or an intense

279

expansion feeling and then the information would begin to flow.

280
281

***: But why can't everyone do this? I've wanted and tried

282

and nothing ever happens.

283
284

C: Some have chosen not to really use these natural abilities

285

of the soul. And just because you physically feel that you

286

want to do this, does not necessarily mean that deep within

287

your soul you want to.

